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We explore iterative schemes for obtaining a solution to the linear system 
(*) Ax = b, A E C”=“, 
if the system is solvable, or for obtaining an approximate solution to (*) if the 
system is not solvable. Our iterative schemes are obtained via a 3-part splitting 
of A into A = M - Q, - Q, . The 3-part splitting of A is, in turn, a refinement 
of a (Zpart) subproper splitting of A into A = M - Q. We indicate the 
possible usefuhress of such refinements (of a 2-part splitting of A) to systems (*) 
which arise from a discrete analog to the Neumann problem, where the con- 
ventional iterative schemes (i.e., iterative schemes induced by a 2-part splitting 
of A) are not necessariIy convergent. 
1. BACKGROUND AND INTRODUCTION 
Given the linear system 
Ax=b, (1-l) 
where A is a complex nt x n matrix, LX is a complex n-vector and 6 is a complex 
m-vector. In order to obtain a solution to (1.1) when the system is solvable, or an 
approximate solution to (1.1) when the system is not solvable, we may split A into 
A = M - 9. (1.2) 
I f  the splitting (1.2) satisfies the conditions: 
R(A) C R(M) and NM) _C WA), (l-3) 
where R( .) and AT(.) denote the range and nullspace of a matrix, respectively, 
we can form the iteration scheme 
xk = M+Qx,-, + M+b, (1.4) 
where M+ is the Moore-Penrose generalized inverse of AI. 
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I f  the splitting (1.2) satisfied (1.3) and the iteration nzntri.t. M+Q is weakl! 
convergent, is.. the Jordan blocks of M+Q corresponding to X = 1 are all of 
order I and all the eigenvalues of :lf+Q other than 1 lie in the interior of the unit 
circle,’ then the subspaces R(A) and N(AM+) are complementary (subspaces) 
in C’“, the nz-dimensional complex space, and the sequence 
where b,v(,4M+),R(A) is the projection of b on N(AM+) along R(A), converges to 
a solution to the system 
Ax == b 
R(A).N(AM+) ’ U-6) 
where bR(A),N(AM+) = b - bN(AM+),R(,.,) , for all initial vectors ~a E Cn [l]. In that 
paper it is (also) shown that the complementarity of the subspaces R(A) and 
N(AM+) (in Cm) is equivalent to the complementarity of the subspaces 
R(I - M+Q) and N(1 - M+Q) in C”. The latter condition, in turn, is necessary 
for M+Q to be a weakly convergent matrix. We note that if b E R(A), i.e., the 
system (1.1) is solvable, then bR(A),N(AM+j = b and the sequence (1.5) reduces to 
the sequence of iterates {x~} generated by (1.4), and every limit point of (1.4) 
is a solution vector to (1.1). 
A splitting (1.2) for A satisfying (1.3) is called subproper [IO]. When equalities 
in (1.3) hold, the splitting (1.2) is called proper [2]. I f  this is the case, the sub- 
spaces R(I - M+Q) and N(I - M+Q) == (0) are always complementary, 
N(AM+) = N&4+), the sequence (1.5) ( once more) reduces to the sequence of 
iterates generated by (1.4), and weak convergence of M+Q reduces to conver- 
gence of MfQ (i.e., the spectral radius of M+Q, p(MfQ), is less than 1). When 
last condition holds, the sequence of iterates generated by (1.4) converges to 
A+b, the minimum I,-norm (least-squares) solution to (1.1) when the system is 
(not) solvable, from any x,, [2]. 
Often the reason for preferring an iterative method, to obtain an (approximate) 
solution to (l.l), to a direct method for obtaining an (approximate) solution to 
(l.l), is that the computation of Mf is more accessible than the computation of 
A+ or the computation of a generalized inverse of A whose nullspace is N(AM+). 
After splitting A (into a subproper splitting) we may discover that: (a) the 
iteration matrix M+Q is not weakly convergent, or (b) M+Q is weakly convergent 
but the maximum of the modulii over the eigenvalues of M+Q other 
than 1 (=p(M+Q) if the splitting is proper) is close to 1, and so the speed of 
convergence of the sequence (1.5) to a solution to (1.6) is poor. What can be 
done to remedy either situation keeping M of (1.2) fixed ? 
In this paper we consider an answer to both problems provided that the 
spectrum of -M+Q, u(-M+Q), sa IS t’ fi es certain constraints and provided that 
1 In [IO], weak convergence of M+Q is termed s-conwergmce (of M+Q) for A. 
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the Jordan blocks of M+Q corresponding to X = 1 are all of order 1. As pointed 
out, the latter condition is always present in case (b), and it is also present in 
certain iterative schemes arising from a finite differences approximation to the 
Neumann problem. The constraint needed for case (a) is that 
u( -M+Q)\{- I} C %?O, (1.7) 
where V” is the interior of the cardiod 
@? = {2w(Re zu + 1) - 1 ( 1 w 1 = l}.” 
The constraint needed for case (b) is that 
u( -M+Q)\{- 1) C {w ( Re(w) > O}. (1.8) 
To answer these problems we introduce the 3-part splitting of the matrix A 
in (1.1) into 
A = iVl - Q1 - Q2 , (1.9) 
where by (I .2) Q = Qr + Q2 , and consider the iteration 
y = 
k 
[ 
M+Q, ml+Q2 
I 0 1 yk-l + Mfb [ 1 0 ’ (1.10) 
where Yk; k = 0, I,..., are complex 2n-vectors and I the nth order identity 
matrix. 
Let 
B ~ 
[ 
Jf+Q, M’Q2 
I 0 1 (1.11) 
and assume that (1.2) is a subproper splitting for A such that Al+Q satisfies (1.7) 
and such that the Jordan blocks of AI+Q corresponding to X = 1 are all of 
order 1. In Section 2 we consider a (possibly locally) analytic function 4 whose 
domain of definition, A(+), contains u(-M+Q). If 1 +(z)l < 1 for each z E A($), 
we choose 
Q:! = W-M+Q) (I + 4(-M+Q>)-’ (M+Q + +(-M+Q>). (1.12) 
(Notice that once Q2 is chosen, Qr is determined by (1.2) and (1.9)). If rj satisfies 
a further condition (cf. Section 2, condition (2.2)) then B is weakly convergent. 
Consider the linear stationary itmztiwe methods of second degree (LSISMD) 
XI kfl = M+Q,X’, + M+Q2x’,-, + M+b. (1.13) 
* Note that if (1.2) is a subproper splitting for A E Cmx” but not proper, then - 1 is 
always in U( - M+Q). 
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We show that the convergence of the sequence 
to a solution to (1.6) from any initial vectors x’i , N’,, E Cn, is equivalent to the 
convergence of the sequence 
(1.14) 
from any initial vector Y, = (:I:), where Ezra is the identity matrix of order 2n 
and where PN(I,,--B),R(,,,--B) denotes the projector of Czn on N(lsn - B) along 
wz, - B)- 
Section 2 is concluded with statements of practical situations which give rise 
to an iteration matrix M+Q which is not necessarily weakly convergent, but 
which satisfies the aforementioned requirements. 
In Section 3 we relate the limit points of (1.14) to solutions to (1.6) without 
recourse to the LSIMSD (1.13). This is achieved by introducing the notion 
of complementary subspaces projectional consistency between the system (1.1) 
and the system 
A’u = c, 
where A’ is a complex m’ x n’ matrix with n’ > II. 
In Section 4 we assume that the matrix M+Q, induced by a subproper split- 
ting (1.2) of A, is weakly convergent and satisfies (1.8). Starting with arbitrary 
initial vectors x’r = x’s , we show how an appropriately chosen locally analytic 
function + can determine Qs , so that the sequence 
where PIG-M+o),N(I--M+o) = I - PN(I--M+O) and where {x’~} is the sequence of 
vectors generated by the LSIMSD (1.13), converges to a solution to (1.6) with a 
“better average reduction factor” than the sequence 
where (xJ is the sequence of vectors generated by (I .4). 
Our work here is motivated by the results of de Pillis in [4, Sect. 61. He intro- 
duced the study of LSIMSDs for linear systems Ax =y, where A and A-l 
belong to the algebra a[E;rl of all bounded linear operators on a Hilbert space H, 
obtained via a 3-part splitting of A into A = M - Qr - Qs with M and M-l 
in .@H]. The scope of the present paper remains in the finite-dimensional 
spaces. However, the extension of de Pillis’s techniques from the case where 
H = Cn and A: Cn + C” to the case where A: C” + Cm, or to the case where 
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A: Cn + C’” but A is singular, presents us with certain problems. The approach 
in Section 3 is not taken in [4]. The error analysis in Section 4 is done in the 
spirit of O’Carroll [12]. 
Finally, the practical applicability of the results presented here depends on 
being able to choose 4 in a way which makes the computation of Qs simple. 
1.1. Notations and Preliminaries 
S denotes the closure of a set S in the complex plane. 
Rn denotes the n-dimensional real space. 
RnXn denotes the space of n x n real matrices. 
C”X?l denotes the space of m x n complex matrices. 
Let A E ClnXn: 
A* denotes the conjugate transpose of A. 
Let b E C”: 
Y(A, b) = (x E C” 1 ,4x = b}. 
0 mxn denotes the zero matrix in C”x* when it is necessary for the sake of 
clarity. For A E Rnx” and x E R”: A > 0 and x > 0 (x > 0) denote a matrix 
with nonnegative entries and a vector with nonnegative (positive) entries, 
respectively. 
For A E Cmxn, A+ is the unique matrix x E C nxm satisfying the matrix equa- 
tions: AXA = A, XAXG X, AX = (AX)*, and X-4 = (XA)*. Thus 
R(A+) = R(A*), N(A+) = N(A*), AA+ is the orthogonal projector of Cm on 
R(A), and AfA is the orthogonal projector of C” on R(A*). 
Let T E Cnxn: 
S,,, denotes a small neighborhood of h E a(T) such that Gr,nnr,U = $ for all 
p E 4’7, p # A. 
ET,A denotes the root-space of T corresponding to the eigenvalue X of T. 
P 
h of r;i^  
denotes the eigenprojection of T corresponding to the eigenvalue 
P’,.A denotes I - PT,A . 
/z(J~,~) denotes the maximal order among the Jordan blocks of T corres- 
ponding to the eigenvalue X (of 7’). 
s(T) denotes the class of analytic functions f  such that d(f) is an open set 
in the complex plane, and it contains a(T). A(+) need not be connected. In that 
case f is locally analytic on u(T). 
Remark. In this paper we use several standard results from the operational 
calculus. For pertinent material and further background see [8] and [14]. 
409/6412-5 
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Throughout this paper we shall make use of the next observations on sub- 
proper splittings. 
LEMMA 1. Let (1.2) be a subproper splitting for A in (1.1). 
(i) M+QM+M = M+Q = M+MM+Q. (1.15) 
Whence, M+M commutes with PM+o,A and with f  (-M+Q) for each h in o(&I+Q) 
and for each f  in fl(-M+Q), respectively. 
(ii) The nullspace of I - M+Q is given by 
N(I - WQ) = N(d) n R(M*), (1.16) 
and if h(J,+o.,) = 1 then 
Proof. (i) Equations (1.2) and (1.3) show that N(M) C N(Q), so that (1.15) 
holds. 
(ii) The equality (1.16) is proved in [lo], and equality (1.17) is equality 
(5.15) in [I]. m 
Last, the constraint (1.7) which is used in Theorem 1 (of Section 2) arises from 
Theorem 3.1 in [5], which is quoted here for the sake of completeness. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let $: A(#) 52 Cl -+ Cl be any complex valuedbnction. Let S 
be the set of all points z E A(+) such that 
I4.q < 1 
and 
10 + +wl (z - 444)! < 1. 
Then, necessarily, S lies in the interior of V. 
2. ~-PART SPLITTINGS AND LSIMSD~ 
THEOREM 1. Let (1.2) be a subproper splitting for A E C*Xn such that (1.7) 
holds and such that h(J M+Q,I) = 1. Suppose there exists a function 4 E 9(-M+Q) 
such that 
Id@4 < 1; ~~49, (2.1) 
and such that in 6,,, , contained in %3’, of evHy h E o(-M+Q)\{- l}, 
I(1 + Tw-’ (z - $w)l < 1. G-9) 
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Then for Qz given by 
Qz = M#(--M+Q) (I+ +(--M+QY (M+Q + #(-fif+Q)>, ww 
the matrix B de$ned in (1.1 l), with Q1 determined by (1.9), is zueakly convergent. 
Proof. Let 
U ES M+Mt$-M+Q). (2.3) 
Then p(U) < 1. Define the function 
VW = 41 + d(4)-’ (z - ea. 
By (2.1) # E .F-M+Q) and by (2.4) 
(2.4) 
Set 
$(-1) = 1. (2.5) 
I” ES a,b-MfQ). W-9 
Then V’ is a weakly convergent matrix. To see this we first note that 
u(Y) 5 (w ( 1 w / < l} U {I) 
by (1.7), (2.2), and (2.5). Second, h(J+J = 1 since h(jM+oJ = 1 implies 
K/v 1) = h(L+o -1 Cohsider the mairl~ = h(J~~+d e.g., [7, Chap. 6, Theorem 91. 
1,’ = M+MV’. (2.7) 
Since M+M commutes with V’, u( t’) C (V’). Moreover, if 1 E u(V) then 
1 E a(V) since E,,,, = E-M+o,-l -= EIM+osl, e.g., [8, Chap. 1, Sect. 5.61, and 
since E,,,,+o,l = N(A) n R(M*) by (1.16). Next we show h(Y) = 1. Assume that 
some elementary divisor of V corresponding to h = 1 is nonlinear. Then there 
exist nonzero vectors N, y  E C” such that 
vx = N + y  and I’y ‘3’. (2.8) 
By (2.7) y  E R(M*) so that V’y = y. Hence by (2.7) and (2.8), x = M+Mx, from 
which one obtains 
1 -x = N + y. 
This contradicts h(],,,,) = 1. 
Now by (2.6), (2.3), (2.7), and (1..12) we have that 
so that by (2.3) 
Q2 = MUV = MUV, 
WQ, = UV. 
(2.9) 
(2.10) 
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Furthermore, Eqs. (2.7), (2.6), and (2.3) imply that 
v  - u + uv = M’Q. 
So, from (2.11) and (2. lo), and (1.9) and (1.2), we see that 
M+Ql = M+Q - M’Q, = V - U. 
Substituting (2.12) and (2.10) in (1.11) one obtains that 
B= v-u 
[ 
UP- 
Z I 0 ’ 
A similarity transformation IVBIV on (2.13) with 
yields 
W-lBW = [; -;] . 
(2.11) 
(2.12) 
(2.13) 
(2.14) 
(2.15) 
(Note the use of Lemma l(i) in passing from (2.13) to (2.15).) Thus 
~T(B)=(T(--U)UO(V)C{~~I~I <l)u{l}, 
and since 1 $ CT-U), we readily obtain h(JBsl) = h(JV,r) = 1. This completes 
the proof. 1 
In the above theorem we assumed that u(---M+Q) satisfies (1.7) and 
h(J,+o,l ) = 1. Next we show that the latter assumption is necessary for 
h( JveI) = 1. This, together with Proposition 1, determine what conditions has 
the iteration matrix M+Q to satisfy in order that the matrix B given by (1.1 I), 
with Qa given by (1.12), is weakly convergent. In fact we show a stronger result 
which will be required later. 
THEOREM 2. Let (1.2) be a subpropey splitting for A E Cmxn and suppose that 
4 belongs to 9(-M+Q) and satisfies (2.1). Then 
(i) R(I - M+Q) = R(I - I’), (2.16) 
and 
(ii) iV(1 - M+Q) = N(1 - V), (2.17) 
where V is given by (2.7). 
Proof. By (2.1), p(-U) < 1, where U is given by (2.3). 
(i) R(.Z - V) = R((I - M+Mvl) (I + U)). (2.18) 
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Consider the matrix MfMV’. We show 
M’MV’ = (I + U)-l (M+Q + U’). (2.19) 
Now 
M+M(I + $(-M+Q))-’ = M+M f (-l)i (M+M4(-M+Q))i 
i=O 
= M+M(I + U)-1, 
So that, since I” = (I + $(-M+Q))-’ (M+Q + $(-M+Q)), one obtains (2.19). 
Substituting (2.19) in (2.18) one obtains (2.16). 
(ii) N(I - V) = N((I + U) (I - M+MV’)). (2.20) 
Upon substitution of (2.19) in (2.20) we obtain (2.17). 1 
EXAMPLE 1. Let A = (-i -:) and M = I. Then u( - M+Q)\{ - l} = {l} C %FJ. 
Let p, and pa be two positive numbers such that p, + pz = 1 and such that 
p, > pa , and suppose that 
d(4 = PI” - P, ? z E {w ( I w - 1 I < 1 + S,), 
=1+z, z E iw 1 I w + 1 I < s,>, 
where0<6,,6,<1,and{w~~w+1~<6,}~{w~~w-1~~1++6,)=~. 
Using the constructions of Theorem 1 one obtains 
and 
with o(- v> = (0, ps - pt} and u(V) = { 1, -p,/p,}. Thus B is weakly con- 
vergent. 
COROLLARY 1. Let (1.2) be Q proper sp&tting fat A E cnlxn such that (1.7) 
holds. Then under the conditions of Theorem 1 on 4, B is a convergent matrix. 
Proof. By [2, Theorem l] 1 6 o(M+Q), so that by (1.7) a(-M+Q) C V. 
Hence by (2.7) and (2.6) u(V) is contained in the interior of the unit circle. 
Thus p(B) < 1 as shown by (2.15). 1 
Remark. If A and M are nonsingular then the splitting (1.2) is proper. 
Corollary 1, for this special case, is Theorem 6.2; Case A in de Pillis [4]. 
Let (1.2) be a subproper splitting for A in (1.1) and consider the linear system 
(Izn - B) Y = (7) . (2.21) 
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If 1y is weakly convergent, then as shown by [l, Eq. (4.3) and Theorem 21 (set’ 
also [12]), the sequence (1.14) converges to a solution to the svstern 
(2.22) 
from any initial vector, 16 E (7. Note that in the notation of Section I, 
P’B,l = IZn - P,h’((2n-R),N(12,--B) . Note further that if E’, is written in the form 
(z:;), where x’~ , N’~ E C”, then the sequence of iterates (Y,; generated by (1.10) 
islust the sequence of 2n-vectors {($;+l )}, where the n-vectors x’~ , k = 2, 3 ,,.., 
are generated from s’~ , x’~ by the LSIMSD 
XfktI = M+Qlx’,; -t Jf+Q,m’h~I + M+b. (1.13) 
THEOREM 3. Let (1.2) be a subproper spZitting for A in (1,l) such that 
NJ MtO,l) = 1, and suppose that C# be longs to F(M+Q) andsatisfies (2.1). Let the 
matrix B, de$ned in (1.1 l), be obtained through Q2 given by (1.12) and through (1.9) 
(i.e., through Q1 = Q - QJ. Then the sequence (1.14) converges to a solution to 
(2.22) for all initial vectors Y, = ($;), if and only ;f  the sequence 
{ds - (h - 1) U’M+b} (2.23) 
conwerges to a vector in Y(A, bR(A),N(AM+)) (i.e., to a solution to (1.6)) for all 
initial vectors xl1 , x’,, . Here: 
U’ = pM+Q,# + U)-l (2.24) 
and (x’~} is the sequence of vectors generated from x’~ , xl0 by the LSIMSD (1.13). 
(Note that in the notation of Section 1, 
P M+Q.l = P N(r-M+Q).R(r-M+Q) *) 
Proof. Because of (2.1) and (2.4), and (1.12), (2.3), (2.6), and (2.8), the matrix 
B defined in (1.11) is similar to the matrix 
W-lBW= [; -,9], ((2.15)) 
where W is given by (2.14). Thus h(JB,l) = 1 since 1 4 u(- U) and since 
h(JY,l) = 1 by Theorem 2. 
Next we compute PB,I . Let r = sB8.z and denote by W the positively oriented 
boundary of I! Then 
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(e.g., [8, Chap. 1, Sect. 5.71). I’,,, is not altered if S,,, is sufficiently small so that 
and so that 
which shows that 
rn 4v\ut =$ (2.25) 
rnu(-U) =c#, (2.26) 
([I - V)-1 0 
([I+ U)-1 ([I - V)-l ([I + u)-’ I d5w-1’ 
By (2.26) ({I + U)-l is analytic in r, and by (2.25) and Theorem 2 
Hence 
P,,, = w pp.1 ;] w-1 
[ 
P 
(2.27) 
= M+o.l - uu’ (PM+o,l - VU) u 
U’ I u’u ) 
where 
u’ = & s,, ([I+ u)-’ ({I- V)-l d& (2.28) 
We now claim that (2.24) provides an explicit expression for (2.28): Since h = 1 
is a simple pole of ({I- V)-l, on F\(l), ([I - V)-l has an expansion in the 
Laurent series 
(r;I - w = [ _ 1 pw+o.l + f V”([ - 1)y) (2.29) 
“=O 
where, as usual, 
v, = & I,, (5 - 1)-“-l ([I - V)-1 &; y = 0, l,.... 
Allowing that g([, V) = XV”=, V,({ - 1)’ is analytic in r, we obtain by substi- 
tuting (2.29) in (2.28) that 
u’=P 
1 
M+o.l G s ar 
(cl+_l;l)-l &-. 
Hence, by the residue theorem, u’ = PM+&I + U)-l. 
(Only if) The convergence of (1.14) to a solution to (2.22) from Y. = (!$) 
shows, by (2.27), that the sequence 
(2.30) 
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has a limit (2); where 5s , 6, E C”, which satisfies 
(2.31) 
We first note that (2.31) implies the equality 
.fl = 5, - U’M+b. (2.32) 
Substituting e1 in the second equality obtainable from (2.31) we have that 
I 
(I - M+Q) k, + MiQ,U M+b = P’~+~,~ M+b + UU’M+b. (2.33) 
Next we show that &E 9(A, bR(a),N(aM+)). Consider the matrix M+Q,U’. 
By (2.10) and (2.24) M+Q,U’ = UVP,+o,,(I+ U)-I. Furthermore, since 
h(J,,,) = 1, it follows by Theorem 2 that V is the identity on EM+o,r , so that 
vpa4+0.1 = phf+o.1 and the equality (2.33) reduces to the equality (I - M+Q) (,a 
= P’M+o,lM+b. But then (1.17) and (1.3) imply that & E Y(4 bR(A).N(AM+d. 
Finally, (2.30) and (2.32) show that 
lim(x’~ - kU’M+b) = [, - U’M+b. 
Hence (by a simple argument concerning sequences and limits) we have that 
li+i(x’8 - (k - 1) U’M+b) = tJ2 . 
(If) The proof of the “if” part requires the next observation: Let {tf} be a 
sequence of vectors in C” and let Tl , T2 E Cnxn. If I + Tl is invertible, then 
for any two vectors t, T E C” the following is true: 
h& - (k - 1) Te(l- Tl(I + T&l) t) = r 
if and only if 
lim(t, - kT,(I + T&l t) = T - T,(I + T&l t. 
k+x 
The proof of this statement is obvious and thus is omitted. 
The convergence of the sequence (2.23) from x’~ , x’s to a vector, say x’, in 
SP(A, bR(a),N(aM+)) implies that 
lim(x’, - kU’M+b) = x’ - U’M+b. 
k+= 
(2.34) 
Now U’ = P ~+o.r(I + UP. Hence, renaming T1 , T, , t and 7 as U, P,+o.l , 
M+b and x’, respectively, we see that (2.34) implies 
j+~(~‘~+~ - k(PM+o.l - VU’) M+b) = x’. (2.35) 
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(Note the use of Lemma I(i) in (2.35).) Thus from (2.34), (2.35) and (2.27) we 
conclude that 
fk! (Yk - kPbf+c?.l (“i”)) = (,r _ X;rM+b) ’ (2.36) 
Applying P’,,, to the rhs of (2.36) we obtain that 
( X’ M+b x’ - U’M+b 1 ( E 9 Izn - B, P’B,~ o ( 1) . 
This completes the proof. 1 
COROLLARY 2. Let (1.2) be a subproper splitting for A in (1.1). I f  b E R(A), 
then under the assumptions of Theorem 3 on M+Q and $, the sequence of iterates 
generated by (1.10) converges to a solution to the system (2.21) from any initial 
vector Y,, = (“,I;), if and only if the sequence of iterates (x’,J generated by the 
LSIMSD (1.13) converges to a solution to (1.1) from any initial vectors x’~ , x’,, . 
Proof. Since b E R(-4), (1.17) shows that P,,,,+oSIM+b = 0 and so U’M+b = 0 
by (2.24) (and Lemma 1). Thus the system (2.22) reduces to the system (2.21) 
as can be verified from the rhs of (2.31) the sequence (1.14) reduces to the 
sequence (1.10) as can be verified from (2.30), the system (1.6) reduces to the 
system (1.1) and the sequence (2.23) re d uces to the seauence of iterates generated 
by (1.13). The proof follows now by Theorem 3. 1 
COROLLARY 3. Let (1.2) be a proper splitting for A in (1.1). Under the assump- 
tions of Theorem 3 on 4, the sequence of iterates generated by (1.10) converges to 
the unique solution to (2.21) from any initial vector Y0 = (“,I:), if and only if, the 
sequence of iterates generated by the LSIMSD (1.13) converges to A+b from any 
initial vectors XI1 , xl0 . 
Proof. Since (1.2) is a proper splitting for A, 1 $ u(nf+Q) (e.g., [2, Theorem 
I]) so that PmcaVI = 0. But then, by Theorem 2, 1 $ G(Y) so that, since 
1 $ u(- U), the matrix Izn - B is nonsingular as shown by (2.15). Thus the 
system (2.22) d re uces to the system (2.21) which now has a unique solution. 
Moreover, since P,,, = OznX2,, , the sequence (1.14) is just the sequence of 
iterates generated by (l.lO), and since U’M+b = 0, the sequence (2.23) is just 
the sequence of iterates generated by (1.13). Let ff be any limit point of (1.13). 
Then 
f  = M+Qa + M+b 
so that z = (I - Jf+Q)-’ M+b = A+6 (e.g., [2, Theorem 11. The conclusion 
follows now by Theorem 3. 1 
At this point it is convenient to summarize what has been established so far. 
Suppose that (1.2) is a subproper splitting for il in (1.1) such that (1.7) holds 
and such that Jz(J~,,., o.,) 1. I f  4 belongs to <F(-JrAQ) and satisfies conditions 
(2.1) and (2.2), then Theorems 1 and 3 show that for Q, given by (1.12) and 
Qr = Q - Q, , the sequence of iterates (x’!::)- generated by the LSIMSD (1.13), 
or some correctiorz of this sequence, i.e., the sequence (2.23), converges to a 
solution to (1.1) if b E R(A), or to a solution to (1.6) if b $ R(d), respectively. 
Moreover if the splitting (1.2) is proper, then the sequence of iterates generated 
by the LSIMSD (1.13) converges to A-b irrespective of whether the system 
(1.1) is solvable or not. 
Remark. It is interesting to note that the iterative scheme (1.10) can be 
viewed as a scheme for obtaining an (approximate) solution to the linear system 
by = (Myb) , 
where a belongs to C(m-n)XPn and has the form 
(2.36) 
where C is an arbitrary nonsingular matrix in C”x”. It is found that B = .L?-2. 
However, the splitting (2.36) is not subproper unless N(M) = = (0). 
Theorems 1 and 3 may be useful in the construction of LSIMSDs for solving 
linear systems which arise from a finite differences analog to the Seumann 
problem. In [9] an investigation of iterative schemes obtained from a (2-part) 
splitting (2.1) of A E Cnx” with det M + 0 is presented, and necessary and 
sufficient conditions for the convergence of the schemes are given. There 
b E R(A). In [ 121 the case where b # R(A) an w d h ere ilFQ :- gW is investigated. 
In later researches, e.g., [3, 11, 131, attention is directed to monotone splittings 
for A, e.g., regular splittings for A or weak regular splittings for A, with the 
view that, likewise to the nonsingular case (of A), conditions which are necessary 
and sufficient for the iterative shcemes to converge, in the presence of such 
splitting, will be obtained. 
The results of the later researches show that there exist several types of 
monotone splittings for A such that p(M-IQ) < 1 and h(J,-,,,,) = 1, but 
M-lQ is not necessarily a weakly convergent matrix. Indeed Example 1 is a 
special case of the next observation. 
THEOREM 4. Suppose A E Cnxn is positive semide$nite and let (1.2) be a 
splitting for A with ldFQ > 0. If M is positive dejinite then p(M-‘Q) < 1 and 
Wwm) = 1. 
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Proof. That p(&VQ) < 1 is shown in [13, Theorem 11. Assume that 
Jz(J&,-ro,r) > 1. Then there exist nonzero vectors X, y E Cn such that 
M-‘Qx=x+y and APQy = y. 
Thus y E N(A) and 
.4x = -M-y. 
Taking the (usual) inner product of both sides with y, one obtains 
0 = (x, Ay) = (Ax, y) = -(My, y) # 0. 
The contradiction implies h(JM-ro,r) = 1. 1 
Other situations of monotone splittings for A in which p(M-lQ) < 1 and 
h(JM-& = 1, but M-‘Q is not necessarily convergent are listed below for the 
sake of completeness. 
THEOREM 5 (Plemmons [13, Theorem 21). Let A = I - M-lQ be a regular 
splitting fw A E R nxn. If A is R(A)-monotune then p(M-l(Q) < 1. 
THEOREM 6 (Neumann [I 1, Theorem 11). Let A = M - Q be a splitting 
for A E Rnx” such that M-lQ > 0. If there exists a vector x > 0 in Rn with 
M-1-4x > 0, then p(M-lQ) < 1 and h(jM-loSl) = 1. 
We point out that Example 1 is also relevant to Theorems 5 and 6. Moreover, 
a weakly convergent matrix B can be obtained from the iteration matrices 
M-IQ of Theorems 4, 5, and 6 by choosing $ as follows: 
where p, and ps are any positive numbers with p, + pa = 1 and with pr > pa . 
For initial vectors Y, of the form (“,::), the sequence (1.14), as expressed in its 
explicit form (2.30), and equality (2.33) h s ow that a solution to (1.6) can be 
read from the first n components of any limit vector of (1.14). In the next 
section we confirm this observation by relating the solutions to the system 
(2.22) to solutions to the system (1.6). 
B A matrix T E Rnxn is S-monotone if S is a complementary subspace of N(T) in R”, 
and if TX > 0, x E S - x > 0 (see [13]). 
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3. ~-PART SPLITTINGS AND COMPLEMENTARY SUBSPACES 
PROJECTIONAL CONSISTENCY 
DEFINITION 1. Let ,-1 E 0”“” and let A’ E Cnh’x*‘, with n’ 2 II. Suppose 
that K and L are complementary subspaces of R(A) and R(A’) in Cl” and C’“‘, 
respectively. The system 
Ax = b. ((1-l)) 
is (K, L)-projectionally consistent with the system 
A’u = c, (3.1) 
if 
where P = [I, Onx(n,-n~] and where c,(,,),, and bR(a),K denote the projection of 
c on @A’) along L and the projection of b on R(A) along K, respectively. 
When a’ = n, (K, L)-projectional consistency of the system (1.1) with the 
system (3.1) reduces to the system (1.1) being (K, L)-consistent with the system 
(3.1) [l, Definition 11. 
THEOREM 7. Let A E Cmxn and A’ E Cm’Xn’, with n’ >, n. Then the system 
(1.1) is (K,L)-p ro’ec ionally ,I t consistent with the system (3.1), if and only if, there 
exists a matrix D E Cmxnl’ such that 
and such that 
AP = DA’ 
Dwa~r. = bm).K. 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
Proof. (Only if) Let u E Y(A’, c,(,,),,). Then Pu E Y(A, bR(a),K). For 
each vector U’ E N(A’), II + u’ E Y(,4’, c,(,,),,) so that Pu + Pu’ E Y(rZ, bRta),.J 
Hence N(A’) C N(AP), so that by [I, Lemma 21 there exists a matrix D E Cmxm’ 
such that (3.2) holds. Moreover, 
DCJW,L = DA’u = APu = b,(,,,, . 
(If) Assume there exists a matrix D E Pxm satisfying (3.2) and (3.3). Let 
u E Y(A’, c~(~,),~). Then 
APu = DA’u = Dc,(,s)., = bR(aJ,K. 
Whence, Pu E Y’(A, bR(A),K). 1 
Next we consider conditions under which the system (1.1) is (N(AM+), 
N(zn - B))-projectionally consistent with the system (2.21). 
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THEOREM 8. Let (1.2) be a subproper splitting for A in (1.1) such that 
h(J,+,,,) = 1. Suppose that 4 b e ongs I to 3(--M+Q) and satisfies (2.1), and sup- 
pose that Qz is given by (1.12). Then the system (1.1) is (N(AM+), IV& - B))- 
projection&y consistent with the system (2.21), where B is giwen by (1.11) and 
where (by (1.9)) Q1 = Q - Q:, . 
Proof. As shown by the various relations leading to (2.9), Q2 defined by 
(1.12) is given by MUV, so that MM+Qs = Qs . Now R(Qs) C R(M), so since 
R(Q) C R(M) by (1.3), we have that R(Q,) C R(M). Let D E [M, Q,]. Then 
D(lzn - B) = [M+QJ [’ --yQ1 -“:‘“‘I 
= [A O&J = AP, 
with P = [IO,,,]. The proof will be complete if we show that 
Dp6.1 “0’” = L4,.&4,+, * ( 1 
But this is easily verified by substituting MUV for Qs in D, (2.27), the fact that 
VU’ = u’ (see below (2.33)) and (1.17) and (1.3). 1 
Theorem 8 shows that the first 12 components of any limit vector of the 
sequence (1.14) form a solution vector to (1.6). 
Two important special cases of Theorem 8 are given below. 
COROLLARY 4. Let (1.2) be a subproper splitting for A in (1.1). If b E R(A), 
then under the conditions of Theorem 8 on M+Q, 
P (Y(bn - B, (“;b))) C Y(A b), 
where P = [I, O,,,]. 
COROLLARY 5. Let (1.2) be a proper splitting for A in (1.1). Then under the 
conditions of Theorem 8 on 4, the system (2.21) has a unique solution, cull it Y, 
such that 
PY = Afb. 
The proofs of Corollaries 4 and 5 require many similar arguments to the 
arguments used to prove Corollaries 2 and 3, respectively, and thus are omitted. 
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4. IMPROVING THE SPEED 0~ CONVERGENCE \VITH ~-PART SPLITTINGS 
In [4] de Pillis considers the question of improving the speed of convergence, 
to the solution to the linear system Aa = JJ; where A and ,4-i are in .a[KJ, of a 
convergent iterative scheme induced by the 2-part splitting of =1 into 
A = M - Q; where Al1 and Al-’ are in a[q, provided that 0(--.11-Q) fulfills a 
certain configuration. His idea is to obtain an operator Qa from -11-lQ so that, 
starting with arbitrary initial vectors .v’i = x’,, in H, the average reduction factor 
after m iterations, u(m), of the LSIMSD ~‘~+i = iLI-‘Q1xfk + dl-iQ+-i 1 
M-‘y, defined as the quantity 
where X” is the solution to the system AX =J and where the norm ” i is 
compatible with some fixed operator norm on H, shall be smaller than about 
+p(WiQ) for sufficiently large m. It is well known that for compatible norms 
11 . I] on H, li(Al-lQp lll/l’z is an upper bound on the aerprage reduction factor after 
m iterations, a(m), of the iterative shceme .vI~ = Ar-lQx,-, + Jr-r?, defined as 
the quantity 
and it is well known that the sequence {Il(J1-iQ) ‘1 1) 1/nr) converges from above to 
the “eventual” reduction factor p(M-lQ) (e.g., [15, p. 621). 
In further papers [5, 61, de Pillis considers practical ways for determining 
the operator Q, , especially in the case where H = C”, obtained from a suitably 
constructed function 4. There, too, numerical examples which (actually) show 
the improvemeny in the speed of convergence are presented.A 
Our aim is this section is to show that de Pillis’s ideas in [4] can be adapted 
to improve the convergence of iterative methods for (l.l), with A in CmXn, 
induced by a subproper splitting (I .2) for A. 
Let (1.2) be a subproper splitting for d in (I. 1) such that M+Q is weakly 
convergent. Equation (4.3) in [l] shows that in the kth stage of the iteration 
(1.4) one has: 
where x’ is some fixed solution to (1.6) and where e,, ~5 .~a - x’. From (4. I) we 
observe that only the part of e, in R(I - M+Q) decays in the progression of the 
iteration. We observe too that P’ .~,+o,rs E 9’(A, bR(A),N(,4,,l+)). Thus we are led 
to make the following definition. 
1 We wish to refer the reader to [16, Chap. 161 f or a general account on LSIMSDs 
which improve convergence of an iterative scheme obtained via a 2-part splitting of a 
nonsingular d with A4 nonsingular. 
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DEFINITION 2. Let (1.2) be a subproper splitting for A in (1.1) such that 
h(JIM+o.J = 1, and let x’ b e some fixed solution to (1.6). Starting with arbitrary 
initial vectors x’i = .~‘e , the average reduction factor after m iterations of the 
projected iterates (P’ ,,f+o,rr’I;}, a’,(m), of the LSIMSD (1.13) is the quantity 
where the norm I/ . 11 is compatible with a fixed matrix norm in C”. 
Notice that when the splitting (1.2) is proper, u’,(m) == a’(m) while x’ = ,4+6. 
THEOREM 9. Let (1.2) be a subproper splitting for A in (1.1) such that M+Q 
is weakly convergent and such that 
u(-M+Q)\{-11) C {w ( Re(w) 3 O}. W3N 
Let #J be the locally analytic function on u( - M+Q) given by 
$(z) = +z ZES ++o,A; x E u(-fif+Q)\{- I), 
=1-j-z z E S--M+D.-1 . (4.2) 
Then for E > 0 there exists a number m such that, for the LSISMD (1.13) deter- 
mined by substituting (4.2) in (1 .12) and by (1.9), 
u’,(m) -c CL!~ + 5 
where 
p = max{i X ( ( h E u(M+Q)\{l)}. (4.3) 
Proof. The function 4 given by (4.2) is in F(-M+Q) and satisfies inequal- 
ities (2.1) and (2.2), making B constructed from Qa by (1.12), with Qi = Q - &a 
(by (1.9)), a weakly convergent matrix by Theorem 1. Now u(B) = u(V) u 
u(- U), where the matrices U and Vare defined by (2.3) and (2.7) respectively, 
and u(V) C U( V'), w h ere V is the matrix defined in (2.6). Thus from (4.2), (1.8), 
and (4.3) we easily obtain that 
I*-’ = max{\ X 1 1 A E u(B)\{ l>} < 4~. (4.4) 
Let Y be a fixed solution to the system (2.22). On applying the error analysis 
of [ 1, Eq. (4.3)] to the iteration (1.10) we see that in the kth state of the iteration, 
Yk - kPB,l (“,‘“) - I’ = BkP’e,,E,, + PB.&, , (4.5) 
where E, = Y, - Y, and so premultiplying both sides of (4.5) by PfBS1 yields, 
P’B,lYR - P’,,,I’ == (P’B,lB)k (P’B,lY,, - P’BSIY). (4.6) 
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Since p(PB,rB) = CL’, the sequence of the projected iterates {P’B,1E7k} converges 
to a solution for all initial vectors I’, . 
Let x’ be a fixed solution to (1.6). Then by (2.27), 
where U’ = P,+o,r(l+ U)-l. Whence 
Next consider the matrix 
] . 
9, is a projection matrix in C2nx2n which, by (2.13) and Lemma l(i), commutes 
with B. Moreover, (2.27) and (2.24) show that 
Hence, for initial vectors Y,, = (z:;), with x’~ =x’s , one obtains by premulti- 
plying both sides of (4.6) by PB the relation: 
) = (pfB,$)k (;;M+Q.l':O 1 ;;M+Q,l':) . 
‘w+o.1* 0 M-k?,lX 
(4.7) 
Thus if 9’ is the projection matrix in C snxsn determined by the transformation 
BY= O; ( 1 
y = Yl E CPn, 
YZ ( ) Y2, 
yiECn; i= 1,2, 
then since C2n is normed by 
Ill y Ill2 = II 1’1 IV + 1: J’n !12> 
there results, by applying B to both sides of (4.7), that 
U',(k) < (21'2)1'k II(P',J@~ Ill". 
Hence, by (4.4), for each E > 0 there exists a number m such that 
a’,(m) < p’ + E < 4~ + E. 
This completes the proof. i 
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Remarks. (1) If (1.2) is a subproper splitting for A in (1.1) such that M+Q 
is weakly convergent, then premultiplying both sides of (4.1) by P’M+O,l shows 
that the sequence of the projected iterates {P’ M+O,l~k} converges to the vector 
P’ M+o,l~’ E Y(A, bR(a),N(aM+)), from all initial vectors x,, , with the “eventual” 
reduction factor p = p(P’nr+o,lM+Q), where p is defined in (4.3). 
(2) The relation (4.1) and the conclusion in the previous remark were 
first shown to be true, by O’Carroll [12], for the special case where -4 E Cnxn 
and M+Q = APQ = 6p,. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let 
and let 
1 -1 
A=(-1 1) 
ix! = 
( 
1 + Pl - Pz 0 
0 1 1 + Pl - P2 ' 
where pi > p, > 0 and pi + p, = 1. Then MPQ is weakly convergent with 
+M+Q)\{-1) = {2p,/(l + pi - p2)> and P = 2p,/(l + pl - p2). On com- 
puting CT and V = V’ by (2.3) and (2.6), respectively, we find that a(B) = 
(1, P,/~P, , (1 - ~,)l(l + ~1)s 01. Thus P’ = P,/~P, = l/(2& 
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